
In the house
Vocabulary

In the house
Vocabulary3

1 How many of these objects can you fi nd in the photos? 

bed chair desk door sofa table window   

I know
that!

I can talk about my house.

34

In this unit
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• Prepositions of place
• Household objects
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•  there is / there are 

a�  rmative, negative 
and questions
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3.1
In the house

35

3 Which part of the house are the photos from? 
Circle the correct answer.

5 Complete the word. Read the sentence, look 
at the photos on page 34 and circle T (true) 
or F (false).

 1  b  d
  It’s in the bathroom. T / F
 2  f        e 
  It’s in the kitchen.  T / F
 3  a            r 
  It’s in the kitchen.  T / F
 4  w          e 
  It’s in the bedroom.  T / F
 5  t      e 
  It’s in the garden.  T / F
 6  b    h 
  It’s in the bathroom.  T / F
 7  c      r 
  It’s in the kitchen  T / F

6 In your notebook, correct the false sentences 
in Exercise 5.

 1  The bed is in the bedroom.

7 Look at the photos on page 34.
Student A:  Say a sentence about an object 

inside the house.
 Student B:  Find the object in the photos. 

Is Student A’s sentence true? Correct 
the false sentences.

 Then swap roles.

I can talk about my house. Vocabulary In the house 

Parts of the house
bathroom bedroom door fl oor garage

garden kitchen living room wall window

Inside the house
armchair bath bed chair desk fridge

sofa table wardrobe

 1 living room / bedroom

3 garage / garden

5 living room / garden

 2 bathroom / kitchen

 4 bedroom / living room

 6 fl oor / wall

4  2.2 Listen to the sounds. Where are you? 
Write in your notebook.

 1  In the living room.

2  2.1 Listen and repeat. Find the items in the 
Vocabulary box in the photos on page 34.

 A: An armchair is in the bathroom.
 B: No, it isn’t. It’s the living room!

8  Draw where things are 
in your Crazy House. 
Then make lists and 
compare in pairs. 

The kitchen: a sofa, …

I remember
that!

bathroom

bedroom kitchen

e
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GrammarGrammarGrammar3.2 I can use there is / there are and 
prepositions of place. 

  

36

1

3 4

3  2.4 Listen and repeat. Find these expressions in 
the story. 

1 13   2.3 Watch or listen and read. 
What is Alex looking for? Circle the correct 
answer.

a  a book  b  his phone  c  a DVD

2 Answer the questions.

 1 Photo 1   Where are the three friends? 
They’re in the kitchen.

 2  Photo 2  Where are they now?
 3  Photo 2  Is it Jen’s phone?
 4  Photo 3  Are they Alex’s DVDs?
 5  Photo 4  What’s wrong with the sweets?

There’s a phone on the sofa!

Alex:  Jen, where’s the orange juice?

Jen:  It’s in the fridge.
Alex:  Where?
Jen: It’s in front of you.
Alex: No, it isn’t.
Jen:  Right there! There’s a carton 

next to the milk.
Alex: Oh, there it is!

Alex: Where’s my phone?
Lian:  There’s a phone on 

the sofa.
Jen: No, that’s my phone.
Lian:  Maybe it’s under the 

table.
Jen: No, it isn’t.

Lian: Is it behind the sofa?
Alex: No, it isn’t but there are two DVDs.
Jen: Hey! Those are my DVDs!

Alex:  Wait! There are some sweets under the sofa! 
Jen:  Yuck! They’re old!
Alex:  But where’s my phone?
Lian: Hang on!

2

4 Guess!  Where is Alex’s phone? Make 
a guess. Use in, on or under.

5 14   2.5 Now watch or listen and check.

Right there!  There it is! 
Wait!  Yuk!

Say it!
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Grammar 3.2

11 Go to page 108 and play 
a drawing dictation game. 

  

37

10 Look at pictures A and B. Complete the sentences.

8  2.6 Look, listen and repeat.

9 Look at the photos on page 36. Circle the 
correct preposition. 

 1   Photo 1  There are two phones under / on  
the kitchen table.

 2    Photo 1  Alex is behind / in front of the fridge. 
 3    Photo 1  There is a carton of juice in / next to

the fridge. 
 4    Photo 1  Jen is behind / next to Alex. 
 5    Photo 2  There are some books under / on 

the small table.

Vocabulary 
Prepositions of place

✔

behind in

A

B

There’s one door. There are two windows.

There’s a rat 
under the sofa.

There are two rats 
under the table.There’s (There is) a phone on the sofa.

There are two DVDs behind the sofa.
There are some sweets under the sofa.

6 Complete with There is or There are. Then 
look at the photos on page 36 and tick (✔) 
the true sentences.

 1      There is    a fridge.  
 2      one chair.   
 3      a bed.  
 4      four phones.  
 5      two windows.  
 6      a sofa. 

7 Look around. Say how many of them there 
are in your classroom.

door  window  board  desk  
boys and girls  teacher  wall

in front 
of

undernext to on

 1  There’s  a chair …
  A  in front of  the desk. B     on        the bed. 
 2    a box …
  A    the desk. B    the door.
 3    a bag …
  A    the door. B    the box.
 4  There are  some books …
  A     the bag. B    the desk.
 5    some T-shirts …
  A    the bed. B    the bed.

Grammar 
there is / there are a�  rmative

FunSpot

Get Grammar!15
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GrammarGrammarGrammar3.3
  

38

Kit:  Dug! It’s my granny! 
Go to 10 Paxton Street!

Dug:  OK.

Superdug:  Where are the bad people?
Granny:  There aren’t any bad people here, Dug.
Parrot:  Help! Kit! Help!

Superdug:  Kit, it’s the parrot, 
not your granny!

Kit:  Coco? Oh, he’s 
naughty!

Granny:  I’m very sorry, Dug. 
Coco is a silly boy!

Parrot:  Silly boy Coco! 
Sorry Dug!

Granny:  Good boy, Coco!

Superdug:  Kit, there isn’t a number on the house.
Kit:  Is there a blue car in the garage?
Superdug:  Yes, there is.
Kit:  Are there two big trees in front of the house?
Superdug: Yes, there are.
Kit: That’s Granny’s house.

I can use the negative and question forms of 
there is / there are.

3 Complete the sentences with words from the 
cartoon.

 1       Kit’s     granny’s house is at 10 Paxton Street.
 2  Granny’s    is blue.
 3  There are two big    in Granny’s garden.
 4   There aren’t any bad    in Granny’s 

house.
 5   There’s only Granny and    in the house.

The Terri� c Two
1

2

3 4

Dug and Coco

a c

1 Look at the cartoon. How do Kit and Superdug talk 
when he is in the air? Circle the correct picture.

b

GOOD BOY, 
COCO! 

SILLY BOY, DUG!

5

KIT! HELP! 
THERE ARE TWO 

BAD PEOPLE 
HERE!

2  2.7 Listen and read. Who is on the phone 
in Picture 1? Circle the correct answer.

a  Kit’s granny  b  Coco, the parrot
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3.3

FunSpot
7 Go to page 108 and play a memory game.

  

39

Grammar 
there is / there are negative and questions

6 Look at the picture. In your notebook, write Kit’s 
questions and Dug’s answers. Then ask and answer the 
questions in pairs.

There isn’t a red car. There aren’t any people.

Is there a red car? Are there any people?

 Yes, there is. /
No, there isn’t.

Yes, there are. / 
No, there aren’t.

L     K! There isn’t a tree.
There aren’t any trees.
Is there a tree?
Are there any trees?

 1 a small house next to the big houses?
 Kit: Is there a small house next to the big houses?
 Dug: Yes, there is.
 2  cars in front of the houses?
 3  a dog under the tree?
 4  people in the street?
 5  chairs in the garden?
 6  fl owers next to the tree?
 7  a cat behind the tree?
 8  a parrot in the tree?

4 Circle the correct answer. Then look 
at the cartoon on page 38 and tick (✔) 
the true sentences.

 1     There isn’t /  There aren’t  any 
people in Granny’s garden.

 2     There isn’t / There aren’t any cats 
in the story.

 3     There isn’t / There aren’t a bike 
in Granny’s garage.

 4     There isn’t / There aren’t any dogs 
in Granny’s garden.

 5     There isn’t / There aren’t a phone 
in Granny’s house.

 6     There isn’t / There aren’t a desk 
in the living room.

✔

3 Complete the sentences with words from the 
cartoon.

 1       Kit’s     granny’s house is at 10 Paxton Street.
 2  Granny’s    is blue.
 3  There are two big    in Granny’s garden.
 4   There aren’t any bad    in Granny’s 

house.
 5   There’s only Granny and    in the house.

5 Look at the cartoon again. What is 
missing? Choose from the box. 

TV photos table  window  doors

 1 Picture 1   Look behind Dug.  
There isn’t a window!

 2 Picture 2  Look at Granny’s house.
 3 Picture 3  Look behind Granny.
 4 Picture 4  Look at the books.
 5 Picture 5   Look at the wall behind 

Coco.

Get Grammar!16

Are there any 
cupcakes?

Yes, there are.
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Communication Communication Communication 3.4 I can ask for something and ask 
where something is. 

  

40

Jen: This is yummy!
Lucas:  Erm … Jen? There’s ketchup on your 

T-shirt.
Jen:  Oh, no! Where’s the bathroom, please?
Lucas:  It’s upstairs. Let me show you.

Lucas: Is your T-shirt OK?

Jen:  Not really. But 
I’d like another
sandwich, please!

Jen: Hi! Here are your books. Lucas: Thanks, Jen. Please, come in.  Would you like a sandwich?Jen: Yes, please. I’m really hungry.

1 2
3

Communication  Having a guest 

A: Hello. Please, come in.
B: Thank you.
A: Would you like a sandwich?
B: Yes, please. / No, thank you.

A: Where’s the bathroom, please?
B:  It’s upstairs/downstairs.
 It’s next to the living room.
 Let me show you.

Where’s the bathroom?

4 Exam Spot  Circle the best answer.

 1 A: Hello, Maria. Please, come in.
  B: a  Yes, please.  b  Thank you.
   c  Let me show you.
 2  A: Would you like an ice cream?
  B:  a  Come in.  b  It’s downstairs.
   c  Yes, please.
 3 A:  Where’s the bathroom?
  B: a  Please, come in.  b  Let me show you.
   c  It’s next to the bed.

5 Write dialogues. Then act them out in pairs.

1 17   2.8 Watch or listen and read. 
Whose house is it? Circle the correct answer.

a  Jen’s  b  Lian’s  c  Lucas’s

2  2.9 Listen and repeat.

3 Match 1–3 to a–c. Then act out the dialogues 
in pairs.

 1   Would you like a biscuit?
 2   Where’s the kitchen, please?
 3   Where’s my jacket, please?

 a   It’s downstairs. Let me show you.
 b   It’s on the chair, next to the sofa.
 c  Yes, please.

 1 A: Hi / come in B:  thank
   Hi. Please, come in.  Thank you.
 2  A:  like / a cupcake? B:  no / thank
 3  A:  like / an apple? B:  yes
 4  A:  where / the bathroom? B:   It’s / Let me show

6 You have a guest from 
another planet. In pairs, 
write dialogues in English 
and in your guest’s language. 
Then act them out in class.

 A: Hello, Xen! Please, come in.
 B: Nabu midi rona, Tomi.

FunSpot
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Communication 

  

 Reading

4 Read the sentences. Circle yes, no or no info.

 1   People skateboard inside the house. 
yes / no / no info

 2  There’s a TV in the living room. 
 yes / no / no info

 3   There are cushions in the living room. 
yes / no / no info

 4   There are three sofas in the living room. 
yes / no / no info

 5   There’s a carpet in the bedroom. 
yes / no / no info

 6   There’s a big skateboard practice room. 
yes / no / no info

5 Read the text again and answer the questions.

 1   What rooms are there in the house?
 2  What objects are there in the house?
 3   What objects in Exercise 1 are not in the house?

2 Which objects in Exercise 1 are in your 
classroom? Where are they? Tell a partner.

3 Exam Spot   2.11 Look, read and listen. 
What is the text about? Circle the correct answer.

a  a sport  b  a person  c  a house

3.5
Where’s the bathroom?

Vocabulary Household objects 

carpet cushion lamp plant poster

television (TV)

  
6 Imagine your dream house. Write fi ve sentences 

about it in your notebook. Tell your partner.

There are … rooms. There’s a … and there are … 
In my … there is a small/big … 

1  2.10 Listen and repeat. Then label pictures 
1–6 with the words in the Vocabulary box.

This house is a perfect house for skateboarders. 
There aren’t any carpets, plants, pictures or 

posters on the walls in this house. Why? Think 
about it! 

Normally people skateboard in the park or in the 
garden. In this house people skateboard inside! 
They skateboard in the living room, in the kitchen, 
in the bedroom and in the bathroom. They 
skateboard on the walls too! 

Look at the living room. There’s a table, some 
chairs, an armchair and a sofa with some cushions. 
It looks typical, but people skateboard on the sofa, 
tables and chairs! 

There’s a big skateboard practice room too. 
People train with friends and they have 
competitions there. It’s really cool! 

It’s a skateboarder’s dream house.
41

A skateboarder’s
dream

I can understand a text about a dream house.

1   television 2        

5        4        

3        

6        
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3.6 Listening and Writing  
I can understand and write short texts 
about bedrooms.

42

6 Add apostrophes to these sentences.

 1  There isn’t a desk in my bedroom.
 2  Theres a plant.
 3  Its under the bed.
 4  There arent any books.

7  iWriting Time  Write about your bedroom.

1  Look at photos A–C. Find these objects in the 
photos. Which is your favourite bedroom? Why?

chair cushion desk plant wardrobe

2 Exam Spot   2.12 Listen and match the 
speakers to their bedrooms. Write A, B or C. 
There is one extra photo.

   Speaker 1     Speaker 2

3  2.12 Complete the sentences with 
a preposition of place. Then listen again and check.

 Speaker 1
 1  My bed is  next to  the window.
 2  My school things are    the desk.
 3  There’s an orange chair    my desk.
 4  There are orange cushions    the bed.
 Speaker 2
 5  My clothes are    the wardrobe.
 6  There are two beds    my bedroom.
 7  The beds are    the wardrobe.
 8  There aren't any posters    the walls.

4 In pairs, describe one of the photos in Exercise 1 
for a partner to guess. 

Writing Apostrophes  

Remember to use apostrophes with contractions.

there is = there’s is not = isn’t are not = aren’t 
it is = it’s they are = they’re that is = that’s

Find ideas 
Make a list of objects in your bedroom. 
Write where they are.

Draft 
Write about your bedroom.
Give your text a title.
My bed’s …
There’s / There isn’t a … 
There are / There aren’t any … 

Check and write 
Check the apostrophes and write the 
fi nal version of your text.

7

h

o

‘My bed is next to 
a green wall. There are 
two cushions and a toy on my bed. 
There's a big white desk. It's next to the 
window. There's a chair too. It's black and 
it's very cool. There's a computer and 
a lamp on the desk. My room is great!’

My bedroom

5  The bedroom in Photo A is Lucas’s. Read his 
blog post about it. What isn’t there in the 
bedroom?

C

A

B
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Language Revision 3.7I can understand and write short texts 
about bedrooms.

43

Vocabulary
1  Work in pairs. Student A: Choose a square. 

Student B: Say where you can fi nd the object. 
Then swap roles.

 A: 3B
 B:  ‘Wardrobe’ … There’s a big wardrobe in my
   bedroom!

 

Grammar
5 Look at the picture in Exercise 3. Complete the 

text with there is, there isn’t, there are or there 
aren’t.

 1There are  fi ve rooms in the house.  2   
a living room and there’s a kitchen.  3   
a bathroom and  4   two bedrooms.  
5   a garden but there’s a garage.  
6   any windows in the garage.

Pronunciation
4  2.13 Listen and repeat: /ɪ/ or /i:/?

There are sixteen TVs in the living room
And three big fridges in the kitchen!

1 2 3 4

A bath bed desk door

B fridge sofa wardrobe chair

C lamp window table cushion

2 Read the riddles. Write the objects.

 1  There are three on my bedroom wall. posters
 2  It’s on the fl oor in the living room. c
 3   It’s in the living room. There’s a fi lm on it now! 

T
 4  They’re green. They are in my garden. p
 5 I sit in it when I read a book. a

3 Look at the picture. Read and complete the 
sentences with a preposition of place.

 1  There are cushions       on       the beds.
 2  There’s a sofa    the living room.
 3  There’s a plant    the sofa.
 4  There’s a skateboard    the fridge.
 5  The cat is    the door.
 6  The trainers are    the bed. 

6 Write questions about the house in Exercise 3. 
Use Is there or Are there and the words in brackets.

 1  Is there a table  (a table) in the living room?
 2    (a TV) in the kitchen?
 3    (plants) in the bedroom?
 4    (a skateboard) in the kitchen?
 5    (cushions) in the bathroom?

7 Answer the questions in Exercise 6.

1  Yes, there is. 

Find ideas 
Make a list of objects in your bedroom. 
Write where they are.

Communication
8 Complete the dialogues with the words in the box. 

please  Where’s  show   Hi   
upstairs  Would  come in

 1 Mariana:  1   Hi     Louise. Please,  2  !
  Louise:  Thanks.
  Mariana:  3   you like a drink?
  Louise:  Yes,  4  .

 2 Louise:  5   your room, Mariana?
  Mariana:  It’s  6  . Let me  7  you.

•  I can talk about my house. 
•  I can use prepositions of place. 
•  I can use there is / there are.                                                      
•  I can ask for something. 
•  I can ask where something is.  

Check yourself! ✔
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